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An Algorithm for Computing
Slope and Aspect from Elevations

ABSTRACT: An algo'rilhm has been developed for compuling slope and aspect
for a grid cell from a matrix of surrounding elevation map cells using a spe
cialized formula for regression coet/i,cienls. It is incorporated into a system of
computer progrctms called TOPOCO. The system can accept uny map scale nud
cell size, and includes oplional code-assignment roulines.
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FIG. I. Layout of cells of elevations.

If Bl is positive, the B 1 component slopes to
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The formula for the regression coefficients is

B = [(Z, + Z, + z" - Z, - Zs - Z9)/6aJ
(Z" + Z6 + Z9 - Z\ - Z, - Z,)/6b

the cells, a units in length, north and south
sides, b units in length, and elevation of the
ith cell equal to Zi. Then to compute the
slope and aspect of Z5, the \'alues of the in
dependen t variables are:

X' = [ G, G, G, 0,0,0, - G, - G, - G']
_ b, 0, b, - b, 0, b, - b, 0, b

and the value of the dependent variablc IS

Z' = [Z" Z" Z", Z" Z:" Z6, Z" Zs, Z9,].

S
LOPE AND ASPECT ARE such basic variables
that they affect managerial decisions

ranging from where to plant trees to setting
up a ski site, The degree of slope affects sedi
mentation rates, as well as choicc between
mechanized and hand planting; choicc of
pianti ng si tes is affected both by slope and by
insolation, which varies by aspect. Accessibil
i ty and harvesting methods are largely deter
mined by slope in concert with other factors.
Aspect stronglly influences species composi
tion of forest stands.

Uscrs and developers of computer-based
map systems such as lVlI ADS2 1 fI nd that
elevation data can feasibly be coded from
topographic maps, although thc excessive
cost of coding slope and aspect data has pro
hibited their use. But the joint cost of ob
taining all three kinds of data becomes
practical through use of an electronic com
pu tel'. This note describes the mathematics
of a system of computer progl'ams for deter
mining slope and aspect. The basic variable.
elevation, can be obtained from topographic
maps or directly from aerial photographs,

Called TOPOGO, this program computes
the slope and aspect of a cell from a matrix of
ele\'ations surrounr!ing it. The grid may be
oriented in any con\'enient direction O\'cr the
map, provided that the program is modified
to com pensa te for deviation of azi m uth from
north. \ \.e com pu te the regression coefficien ts
of a specialized X-matrix with equal intervals
a, b, and mean equal to zero. Consider the cell
layout in Figure 1 with east and west sides of
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FIG. 2. Geometry of relationships between re
gression coefficients 13" 13, and slope and aspect.

the south; if negative, it slopes to the north.
If 13, is posi ti ve, the 13~ com ponen t slopes to
the west; if negati"e, it slopes to the east.

Suppose the slope component in the north
south direction has slope Q' and that in the
cast-west direction has slope {3. rn Cartesian
coordinates let lines N and IV inlersect the
.?:-axis at one unit with slopes Q' and {3 re
spectively (Figure 2). Then if IV intersects X
at Ii, and IV intersects 1" at bt .

13, = lib" 13, = II",.

The slope of the plane segment bounded by
N, W, and L is measured along the line S
orthogonal to line 1.. Thus percent slope=
100/R. Then by si milar triangles,

Rib, = b,jL

R = b,b,j(b,' + b,') 1 ,

Substituting 1/131 for b l , 1/8, for b, and
simplifying,

Percent slope"" 11R = (13,' + 13,')'/2.

Also, aspect from--;=arctan (13 t /13,), 0° <
aspect S90°.

Aspect is converted to azimu th by deter
mining its quadrant from the signs of the
slope coefficien ts.

TOPOGO consists of six Fortran IV sub
routines: (a) LASCO computes slope and
aspect for a given elevation matrix, cell size,
and map scale; (b) if it is desired to change
percent slope values to integer codes, TAB
GEN is called once for each run to generate a
slope code assignment table; (c) the table is
input to SLOINT, whose output is the code
for each slope input; (d) if it is desired to
change aspect to an integer code, AS PARS is
called once for each run to generate param
eters for the aspect code system desired;
and (e) the parameters are input for ASPINT,
whose output is the code for each aspect in
pu t. Each user must write a mainline in
accordance wi th his own requirements and
data.

Copies of the flow chart,* a listing of the
program, a peripheral code assignment rou
tine, and the definitions of the variables can
be obtained from the authors or from the
Director, Pacific outhwest Forest and Ex
periment Station, Box 245, Berkeley. Cali
furnia 94701.
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* Although the flow chart, program listing and
definitions of the variables were included in the
original manuscript of the paper, the material is
nut reproduced here for editorial reasons.-Edilor.


